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How to Change RCM2 to Get Really Useful Maintenance Strategy
This is a tutorial that shows you how to get greater reliability with a better maintenance strategy
than what typical comes from using Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) methodology.
Though the logic of RCM is faultless and the maintenance strategy recommendations that result
seem sound and sensible—the final result is not effective in delivering real reliability
improvement to its Users. In this tutorial you will see how to combine Physics of Failure
Analysis and Operational Risk Management with RCM to produce reliability creating and cost
reducing maintenance strategy.
Reliability Centered Maintenance started as the MSG-1 (Maintenance Steering Group) process in
the USA aircraft industry during the 1960s and progressed through stages 2 and 3 to what is now
called in non-aircraft industries as RCM. Along the way RCM has had many variants from
attempts to simplify the methodology, including RCM2, Lean RCM, RCM Turbo and more.
RCM2 was made famous by the late John Moubrey in his books on Reliability Centered
Maintenance. It is a structured methodology using logic to arrive at reliability maintenance
strategy for physical assets. The logical question set used in RCM2 is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 RCM2 Decision Logic Diagram
We will take an example of a standard RCM analysis and turn it into outstanding RCM analysis.
A portion of the results from a standard RCM of the boiler feedwater pump in Figure 2 is shown
in the resultant spread sheet of Table 1.
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Figure 2 Multistage Centrifugal Boiler Feed Water Pump for RCM2 Maintenance Strategy Analysis
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Table 1 RCM2 Analysis Table for Boiler Feed Water Pump Maintenance Strategy
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The RCM strategy recommendations on the right hand side are shown again in Table 2.
RCM recommendations do not get reliability
Most
companies
would
take
those
recommendations at face value and put them
directly into a work order, thinking that because
they came from RCM analysis they must produce
reliability. It is an easy trap to fall into.
The outcomes are sensible—yes, as the top
recommendation states, impellers must have the
right fit and tolerance and the shaft must be
straight. But those RCM outcomes will not get
you reliability—they do not tell you how precise
the fit must be, or how straight the shaft needs to
be, to get a highly reliable impeller/shaft life.
The RCM recommendations are incomplete, and
if used in a work order as described that are
flawed because they provide no guidance on how
to create reliability. They do not contain the
important information that causes reliability.
What should have been written for the first
recommendation is, “Train the Millwright to
verify the impeller bore and shaft interference is a
sliding H6/h6 fit, with a form of IT 7, and with a
lathe-turned surface finish of Ra 3.2 micrometre.”
Once the impeller bore is at those conditions you
will get a reliable service life.
If an activity is to ‘check the condition’ you must
also give specific detail on when the condition is
acceptable and when it is not acceptable, along
with what to do to get it right if it is wrong.

Table 2 Resultant RCM2 Strategy

Identifying the necessary specifications needed
for reliability cannot be done with standard RCM
recommendations. The recommendations from an
RCM analysis merely get you considering what is
important to control in order to get reliability.
You then must specify the exact conditions that
produce the reliability you need.

RCM Condition Monitoring inspections give you high maintenance costs
It is a natural human nature to be risk adverse. An RCM Team will keep adding inspection tasks
to check equipment condition as the RCM analysis progresses. You can see in Table 2 that the
added tasks are nearly all for inspections. Bear in mind that the pump is already in service and
has been operating for years. Never before had those inspections been necessary, but during the
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RCM analysis they were included as required additional work that will make the pump more
reliable. Really; will the pump actually become highly reliable because it is inspected more
often? What a load of rubbish! RCM condition monitoring recommendations cause you to
increase man-hours on pointless maintenance inspections that add maintenance costs.
To protect against false decisions and unnecessary costs each RCM recommendation must be
economically justified to prove that its use will make money. Start doing Profit-Centred
Maintenance and financially model the benefits a RCM suggestion brings the operation. If there
is no money in doing the suggested maintenance task then do not do that recommendation.
There is another financial problem in accepting RCM outcomes to do condition monitoring. A
maintenance strategy to ‘Monitor the vibration signature for abnormality.’ will not bring
reliability. To get reliability you must not have abnormal vibration. By the time you detect high
bearing vibration it is far too late—the bearing is already failed. RCM will get you doing
hundreds of bearing vibration checks that incur high maintenance costs while your equipment
will still be out-of-service; though not from breakdowns: but from doing maintenance to replace
bearings before they breakdown. Your breakdowns will fall and your corrective maintenance and
inspection costs will rise.
If your equipment is reliable extra RCM-justified condition monitoring is an unnecessary and
expensive maintenance strategy. In reliable operations you would apply PMO (Preventive
Maintenance Optimisation) and rationalise the maintenance tasks to those that protect the
operation from high operating costs.
The above explanations (RCM does not bring reliability but adds more inspections that increase
maintenance costs) are why RCM has failed most users at delivering reliability and lowering
maintenance expense. RCM practised as it is championed in RCM2 books does not bring you
great reliability or markedly lower maintenance costs because it cannot deliver those outcomes.
There is a supplimentary solution to use with RCM that will let you draw the right maintenance
strategy conclusions. You can pick the right life cycle asset management strategy to get high
reliability and low cost maintenance.
Physics of Failure Analysis
Physics of Failure Analysis (POFA) examines why the materials-of-construction fail. Not only
do you identify what can fail, you also identify what occurrences, situations and events to prevent
so there will be no failure. POFA focuses you on what destroys reliability. Instead of reacting to
operating risk with added inspections to find a failure that has started, you are challenged to act
proactively and prevent the causes of a failure starting in the first place. You must still justify the
new work with financial modelling to prove that it brings added profits and not added costs. In
POFA you use a16x13 risk matrix to immediately prove that your recommendation will make
more operating profit.
We start the POFA by selecting a component to be analysed and the location to be investigated.
The circle on Figure 3 indicates the POFA will be for the final 9th stage impeller bore-to-shaft
position.
Unlike RCM, in POFA we do not require a team of knowledgeable people to brainstorm the
failure modes and their numerous causes. POFA relies on using a table of all known causes of
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material-of-construction failure. This table is a ‘live’ document and is continually updated with
the corporate learning and knowledge from the organisation and its people.

Figure 3 Location for Pump Impeller Physics of Failure Analysis
Table 3 shows a portion of a company’s POFA table with its lists of dozens and dozens of known
causes of materials failure. From the POFA table we only select the causes of materials-ofconstruction failure that can happen to the component at the chosen location.
Table 4 is the final list of causes to be taken into the RCM analysis for the 9th Stage Impeller.
You can see that the impeller can be failed by more than the three reasons noted in the standard
RCM2 table.
Unlike RCM, which addresses operational service, a POFA considers the life-cycle of the
component. You consider when and where failure can be initiated throughout its life. The POFA
guidewords table makes possible to consider multitudes of scenarios that lead to failure of
component materials-of-construction never thought of in RCM Analysis.
The next step is to rationalise which failure causes will be taken into the final analysis. Though
failure can be initiated during design, chemical formulation, smelting, ingot making, and original
manufacture, you do not normally consider them in a pump impeller RCM/POFA as they are out
of your control.
What remains of the POFA list that is controllable is noted in Table 5. Included are both the
causes of failure and the situations during its service life when they can arise.
The RCM table is lengthened to cater for the greater number of failure causes. Once the causes
are listed the RCM is continued through to its natural conclusion using the standard set of logic
questions. The depth of understanding gained on impeller bore failure allows one to pick a
combination of operational and maintenance controls over the causes of impeller failure.
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Table 3 Physics of Failure Analysis Guidewords Table
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Table 4 initial Physics of Failure Guidewords Used in Boiler Feed Water Pump Impeller RCM Analysis
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Table 5 Final Physics of Failure Guidewords for Pump Impeller RCM Analysis
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Table 6 Pump Impeller RCM Analysis with Operational and Maintenance Strategy Proposals
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It is opportune to realise that a cause of impeller bore failure at the high pressure end of a
multistage pump has been left out of the guideword list—liquid recirculation through the bore
from the high to low pressure sides of the impeller. That cause now needs to be added back into
the POFA guideword table so it is not forgotten in future. It would also be reasonable to develop
POFA guideword tables that apply to individual types of equipment on a site instead of using
only one table to address all equipment. Much would be repeated from table to table, but the
equipment lists would be shorter that a using a global guideword list.
In Table 6 the causes of impeller failure are listed and after careful consideration of the options
actionable proposals are made to address each with practical solutions that can be readily
undertaken. In the proposals the necessary activities and measurements needed to confirm
impeller condition and compliance are specified. Still to be done is to write operational and
maintenance procedures that clarify how and who will do the necessary tasks.
Maintenance Cost Reduction using a Risk Matrix
The extensive checks identified in the RCM incur high costs. Many of the proposals are not
worth doing every time the pump is overhauled. Yet they are all vital factors that must be
achieved if the pump is to be highly reliable. We are in the dilemma of needing to reduce
maintenance costs while improving reliability. It is time to introduce a means to pick what
maintenance is worth doing and what can be dropped.
We are now in a risk management situation and need to make choices that carry a degree of
operational risk. If we get the decisions wrong there will be expensive failures. To make risk
decisions for operational plant and equipment it is best to use a risk matrix to plot the effects of
our choices. Table 7 is a risk matrix calibrated for a Low total business-wide risk of $10,000 per
year. This company accepts an item of equipment can be allowed to fail (i.e. not deliver its
service duty) provided total business-wide costs stay below $10,000 for the year.
To locate the point on the risk matrix for a failure scenario you first calculate the total business
cost of the failure. This identifies the consequence column on the risk matrix. Secondly you
identify the likelihood of the event actually happening in your operation. Where the two factors
cross on the risk matrix is the failure event risk rating.
Each RCM proposed task is assessed on the assumption that it is not done. The total costs of
failure (DAFT Costs—Defect and Failure Total Costs) from not doing the task are calculated.
This identifies the financial consequence of our decision on the risk matrix. Should a
catastrophic 9th stage impeller failure occur the pump may be totally destroyed. The cost to the
business would be a total pump replacement, plus all business-wide losses from the downtime
needed to replace the pump.
If a stand-by pump was available it would be put into service and the total business-wide costs
would be far less than if there was no pumping redundancy.
For example, if in a redundant 2-from-3 boiler pump arrangement a high pressure impeller
disintegrated and destroyed a duty pump the stand-by pump would be started. The business-wide
failure cost for a boiler feed water circuit with a stand-by pump might total $100,000. This cost
locates the column on the risk matrix.
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Table 7 Risk Matrix Used to Make Risk Based Decisions
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We still need to identify the likelihood of such an event. Quantitative risk assessment (i.e.
mathematically calculated risk probability) is unnecessary, as historical frequency of the event
occurring on your site (or in your industry) are sufficiently accurate to identify the likelihood row
on the matrix.
Disintegrating high pressure boiler pump impellers are not common, but they have occurred. On
the risk matrix the row with the description ‘Event does occur somewhere from time to time’
matches our risk scenario. The cell where consequence and likelihood meet is marked with a
black dot containing the number ‘1’. It is in the acceptable risk zone. You can choose to do
nothing to prevent catastrophic high pressure impeller failure.
If you choose to do nothing more to prevent failure you are counting on 1) the pump being
manufactured correctly, 2) the pump being overhauled and rebuilt correctly, and 3) the stand-by
pump being fully operational when it is needed. As an added precaution you might use the RCM
proposals as quality management criteria on the company doing the pump overhaul/repair.
However, if the pump arrangement is 2-from-2 and there is no stand-by pump, the cost of a
catastrophic failure and the consequential loss of boiler steam supply and production knock-on
for the duration of the repair might be $10,000,000. This cell on the risk matrix is marked with a
black dot containing the number ‘2’. Because of this massive failure cost it is now a business
imperative that on non-redundant systems all POFA / RCM proposed tasks are done correctly
every time.
We have not yet totally exhausted our options to drive maintenance costs lower and still have
outstanding reliability.
Recall that by using POFA we gain a life cycle perspective not available in a standard RCM
analysis. Many of the risk management tasks can be delegated to more appropriate parts of the
life cycle than during the overhaul of an operating unit. The balancing of impellers is done
during manufacture. It should be unnecessary to redo individual impeller balance in an overhaul,
provided the impeller has not gained weight from product build-up or lost weight from
corrosion/erosion. You would remove the impeller balance requirement from the overhaul and
replace it with visual inspection for build-up and removal of material from the impeller and ask
for photographic evidence of good impeller condition. Only if there has been removal or addition
of material would you justify a rebalance.
Metallurgical failures of high pressure boiler pump impellers should have been addressed by the
pump impeller manufacturer and ought never to cause operational problems. It should be
unnecessary to do die penetrant testing and/or ultrasonic inspection of in-service impellers unless
there is clear evidence of a problem. Instead of stipulating metallurgical examination you instead
request visual inspection for corrosion/cracks/gouges/cavities and photographic evidence of
acceptance. You would do a dye penetrant test if visual inspection showed concerns.
Once this level of analysis is done for one impeller much of the work and decision making would
repeat for all other high pressure stage impellers. Only the first and second stage impellers would
be different since they can suffer cavitation damage and are the first to be affected by solid
particles and materials entering the suction of the pump.
Conclusion
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We have done all the above with the use of just one person knowledgeable in the engineering
design and process application of the equipment. With the 16x13 risk matrix the financial
modelling took seconds and the right Profit-Centred Maintenance answers were obvious.
The thorough coverage POFA affords RCM by combining them with the use of a Risk Analysis
allows you to optimise your choices and greatly improves the odds of equipment being built with
good condition parts, properly installed with good condition parts, and correctly operated to
maximise service life and minimise maintenance costs.

My best regards to you,
Mike Sondalini
Senior Consultant
www.lifetime-reliability.com
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